
WTerm - Main Page

Introduction

Aim of WTerm program is to provide a simple and reliable tool that IDRONAUT customers can
freely use to communicate with its products, like the OCEAN SEVEN 3xx probes. Other than simulate
the standard “VT-100” terminal, this program allows the customers to identify the connected probe, to
communicate with it, to allow the OCEAN SEVEN 3xx firmware upgrading and data uploading in
different format.

The main page of WTerm is composed by the following sections:

Menu Bar Section at the top of the window, that shows the commands and functions with which
the user can interact.

Terminal Section in the middle of the window, that shows the messages exchanged between the
user and the probe.



Status bar at the bottom of the window, which shows information on the status and parameters
of the communication port. Moreover, after executing the “Probe Identify” command, on the
status bar appear the probe type and proprieties.



File Menu

The File Menu is composed by the following commands:

Connect/Disconnect, which allows the user to open/close the connection to the probe's
communication port/socket.

Capture To Log, which allows the user to save messages received by the probe in a txt file.
Click on the button “Browse” to choose the folder and the name of the file txt. Select “Append”
to add the data to an existing file, otherwise a new file will be created. Click “Ok” to confirm
or “Cancel” to abort.

Send File, which allows the user to select a txt file to send to the probe. A dialog box containing
information on the transfer will be shown. Click "Cancel" to abort.

Exit, which allow the user to close the program.



Edit Menu

The Edit Menu is composed by the following commands:

Clear Screen, which allows the user to delete the text on the terminal window.

Copy, which allows the user to copy the selected text to the Windows Operating System
clipboard buffer.



Setup Menu

The Setup Menu is composed by the following commands:

Serial Port, which allows the user to choose a serial communication with the probe and set the
port parameters. Click “Ok” to confirm or “Cancel” to abort.

Socket Port, which allows the user to choose a socket communication with the probe and set the
port parameters, using the telnet protocol. Click “Ok” to confirm or “Cancel” to abort.

Aspect, which allows the user to set the color of the background and the color and size of the
text, displayed in the terminal window. Click “Ok” to confirm or “Cancel” to abort.



Probe Menu

The Probe Menu is composed by the following commands:

Identify, which allows the user to automatically detect the connected OCEAN SEVEN 3xx
probe identifying its unique features. At the end of the command execution, the probe
identification information is displayed on the status bar. Probe identification is mandatory in
order to execute the "Upload Cast" and “Unattended Cast” commands.

Set Time, which allows the user to setup the probe internal real time clock calendar to the given
value.

Two possible choice are proposed: Local time or UTC time. Mark the checkbox to choose UTC
time, unmark to choose local time. Click “Ok” to confirm or “Cancel” to abort.

Unattended cast, described under the “Unattended Cast” section of this manual, allows the
configuration of the probe unattended data acquisitions. This function is available only after the
probe has been identified using the Probe identification function and only if supported by the
probe.



Stop cast, which allows the user to conclude an “unattended” data acquisition cycle which was
previously started. Click “Ok” to confirm or “Cancel” to abort.

Upload cast, which allows the user to download the data stored in the probe's memory, saving
them in a file on the PC. The loading of the casts is performed automatically by the program.
This function is available only after the probe has been identified using the Probe identification
function. Select a cast from the list, choose the folder and the name of the destination file and
click on "Upload" to download the data. Click on "Stop" to stop the download, or on "Close" to
exit.

Telemetry test, not yet implemented.



Unattended Cast

In the Probe Menu is possible to find the Unattended Cast command, that allows the configuration of
the interfaced probe unattended data acquisitions. This function is available only after the probe has
been identified using the Probe identification function and only if supported by the probe.

The Unattended Cast window is composed by the following sections (some sections can be disabled
if not supported by the probe):

1. Timed Acquisition, that allows the user to start a timed data acquisition. To perform an
unattended timed data acquisition, set the probe time (mark the checkbox to choose UTC time,
unmark to choose local time), the first data acquisition time, the time interval used during the
data acquisition, number of data sets to store for each data acquisition cycle, maximum number
of data acquisition cycles to perform and choose if the probe automatically switch off by itself
during the data acquisition interval. Then click on “Send” to send the command to the probe.
After receiving this command, the probe answers with an “ER 000” message and then shuts
down immediately by itself waiting for the first acquisition time. The probe autonomy tab allows
to verify the deployment endurance (see below for more details about this tab).

2. Linear Profiles, that allows the user to start an unattended linear profile (data acquisition in
function of a pressure increment). To perform an unattended linear profile, set the probe time
(mark the checkbox to choose UTC time, unmark to choose local time), the pressure acquisition
step in dbar to be used during the linear profile, and the number of data sets to store for each
acquisition. Then click on “Send” to send the command to the probe. After receiving this
command, the probe answers with an “ER 000” message and then shut down immediately by



itself waiting for starting the data acquisitions. The probe autonomy tab allows to verify the
deployment endurance (see below for more details about this tab).

3. Continuous Acquisition, that allows the user to repeat acquisitions on the configured sampling
rate, each time the probe is switched off and then on. Following the configuration of continuous
data acquisition, the probe at each wake up starts to acquire and store data in memory
automatically creating a new cast. To perform a continuous data acquisition, set the probe time
(mark the checkbox to choose UTC time, unmark to choose local time) and the number of
measures for second. Then click on “Send” to send the command to the probe. After receiving
this command, the probe answer with an “ER 000” message and then shuts down immediately by
itself waiting for the successive wake up. The probe autonomy tab allows to verify the
deployment endurance (see below for more details about this tab).

4. Conditional Acquisition, that allows the user to instruct the probe to start a data acquisition
cycle whenever a trigger condition is met. The trigger condition can be associated to a probe
sensor and is used by the probe to terminate ad begin a data acquisition cycle. Once a data
acquisition cycle is completed or before the first acquisition cycle, the probe wake up by itself
for few seconds performing a monitoring of the selected sensor and checking its value against
the trigger condition. The interval of the monitoring timeout can be configured by the operator.
When a data acquisition cycle starts, acquired dataset are stored in memory using the configured
sampling rate. The data acquisition cycle stops only after the trigger condition is met again and



after than a minimum of 10 dataset has been stored by the probe. To perform a conditional data
acquisition, set the probe time (mark the checkbox to choose UTC time, unmark to choose local
time), the probe sensor to monitor, the trigger condition and the number of measures for second.
Then click on “Send” to send the command to the probe. After receiving this command, the
probe answer with an “ER 000” message and then shuts down immediately by itself waiting for
the first monitoring timeout. The probe autonomy tab allows to verify the deployment endurance
(see below for more details about this tab).

5. Burst Sampling, that allows the user to perform burst measurement on a time basis. Single burst
cycle can be configured by means of the number of data set for burst and by configuring the
sample rate. Time between consecutive burst are spent in off condition by the probe, saving
battery energy. If the configured sampling rate is greater than 3s the probe shutdown itself
between the burst data set acquisition to save the battery energy. To perform a burst
measurement, set the probe time (mark the checkbox to choose UTC time, unmark to choose
local time), the time interval between consecutive burst cycles, the number of burst cycles to
perform, the number of data set to acquire for a single burst cycle and the number of measures
for second. Then click on “Send” to send the command to the probe. After receiving this
command, the probe answer with an “ER 000” message and then shuts down immediately by
itself waiting for the successive wake up. The probe autonomy tab allows to verify the
deployment endurance (see below for more details about this tab).



Each of these acquisition type, has a Probe Autonomy section that allows the user to calculate the
battery and memory endurance, depending on the battery parameters and the probe consumption. To
calculate to probe autonomy follow the steps below:

1. On Battery column, set:

Battery Type. If necessary to modify the voltage and current values, select “Custom” from
battery type.

Battery Self-discharge.

2. On Probe Consumption column, set:

Run, represents the consumption of the probe while it is active. Its default value is
automatically calculated and depends on the type of probe and its integrated sensors. If
necessary, it can be modified by the user.

Standby, represents the consumption of the probe while it is in standby. Its default value
depends on the type of probe and its integrated sensors. If necessary it can be modified by
the user. It is available only in timed and burst mode.

ON time for measure, represents the time in which the probe remains on to perform a
measurement cycle. It is available only in timed mode.

Extra Accessories, allows the user to set the extra accessories in use that affect battery
life.

3. Click on "Calculate" to view the estimated battery and memory endurance, based on the set
acquisition cycle.



Copyright notice

Copyright @ 1982 - 2019 Idronaut S.r.l. All rights reserved. OCEAN SEVEN and Idronaut are
registered trademarks of Idronaut S.r.l. The trademarks or service marks of their respective
companies or organizations identify other products and services mentioned in this document.
No part of this publication, or any software included with it, may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the
copyright holder. Idronaut S.r.l. provides this document as is without warranty of any kind
either expressed or implied including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of
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party as a result of using this document. Idronaut S.r.l. shall not be liable for any damages
(including, but not limited to, consequential, indirect or incidental, special damages, or loss of
profits or data) even if they were foreseeable and Idronaut S.r.l. has been informed of their
potential occurrence arising out of or in connection with this document or its use.
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